
DARE TO DIFFER
Sustainable & carefree corporate wear

www.illimor.com



iLLIMOR™ was founded in 2020 from the idea of re-valueing
the leftovers from the textile industry and promoting new generation
eco-friendly fabric Tencel™.

Our ultimate goal is to find a right balance between a comfortable
design, environmental sustainability and social responsibility. Thus,
we are constantly seeking to improving our materials and processes.

In short, we wish to make the world a better place by providing
authentically sustainable and most certainly the coolest uniforms.

SPREADING GOOD

VALUES
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“CAREFREE CLOTHES FOR FREE SOULS”

THE MOTO



AUTHENTICITY
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We are extremely enthusiastic about sustainability and wish that
your valuable employees would also wear an eco-friendly outfit.

We believe that sustainable workwear does not only contribute
to a better business reputation, but also creates an image
of trust with your customers.  

Since there is no Planet B, we have chosen to produce most of our
B2B products from Tencel™ - a certified biodegradable fabric
that is manufactured right here in Estonia. How cool is that!

“Our B2B products are made of Tencel™
that is manufactured in Estonia”

MATERIAL

B2B

Copyright Garage48

Garage48 team members wearing our Tencel products
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TENCEL™

Natural raw material
from eucalyptus trees

Fibers produced via 
closed-loop process

Manufactured in Estonia
with OEKO-TEX standard

EUCALYPTUS
Sourced from sustainably

managed tree farms

CLOSED-LOOPSUSTAINABLE MADE LOCALLY
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STYLES

Either classical or original.
We love challenges!

Yes, girl power!
Opt for a super comfty dress!

Just tell us what you need
and we’ll make it happen!

T-SHIRTS
With or without the hood.
This is the real question!

DRESSESSWEATSHIRTS OTHER
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The most startup-minded business festival celebrating
entrepreneurship and collaboration.
Their tagline “From Zero to Hero” inspires hundreds of startups
and reowned speakers from all over the world to gather once
a year in smart city of Tartu.  

For sTARTUp Day 2022, we have made one of our signature
hoodies with a yellow triangular detail aligning with brand colors.
Printed strings highlight the festival’s legendary icons while a
sneak peek inside the garment reveals cool customized care label.    

“sTARTUp Day legendary icons
printed on hoodie strings”

CLIENTS
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“Playing around with colors
led to an unique design concept”

CLIENTS

Garage48 is startup hackathon series turning brilliant ideas into
a working prototype in 48 hours. 
Having accomplished hundreds of hackathons and built nearly
1000 prototypes, Garage48 team is unstoppable.

In order to live up for their noble goal, Garage48 team was looking
for diverse and recognizable uniforms, emphasize the sustainability
they strive for themselves. Tencel fabric was therefore a match
made in heaven for their expectations. Playing around with different
colors led to an unique design concept, aligning perfectly with the 
vibrant and entrepreneurial community where Garage48 operates. 
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“The concept of Crafter’s uniform
is based on circular philosophy”

CLIENTS

Crafter’s Artisanal Gin is known for the beautiful craftmanship
in distillation with the fine-tuned unique botanical fingerprint.
As the brand is aspired by the wild Nordic forests, fertile land
and zero waste philosophy, their workwear has to be aligned
with the same values. 

The concept of Crafter’s uniforms is based on the circularity
and styled according to brand colours. It is an ideal example
of re-using deadstock materials and adapting the initial design
to what is already available as waste. Crafter’s dresses have an
oversized cut for the ease of  movement when preparing their
customers the best fine-tuned artisanal gin in the world.  
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Adcash is a pioneer in online advertising with over 14 years’
ad tech experience. They run a global self-serve platform
with smart ad technology making the affiliate marketing
journey simple, enjoyable and profitable!   

Adcash team was right away thrilled about the little extra
details we offer. As a surprise gift for their employees, they
opted for a seemingly classical beige hoodie, however with
some very cool details - a custom-made neck and cuff label,
a logo in the back in silk-screen print, an embroidery in front
and custom-made laser engraved string stoppers for the hood.
     

“All about the details - check
out the custom-made neck label”

CLIENTS
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